Cinisello Balsamo, September 2009

Queens 62’
The nautical essence of luxury

Queens Yachts has always taken into particular account the International Cannes Boat
Show since the beginning and also this year will dedicate to its public a global preview
QUEENS 62’.
This Open Sport H.T. too as all the boat range, has been designed by Arch. Alessandro
Inno in cooperation with the internal Project Division of the shipyard.
The streamlined and aggressive design of the hull is characterised by the huge size of the
side windows allowing a perfect visibility and creating a living area extremely light and
airy. This effect is enhanced by the use of warm woods, which contribute to give a very
elegant and contemporary touch. The interiors exude maximum space and comfort. White
surfaces lend shape while maintaining brightness and lightness in the furnishing. Flooring
and finishing touches in the finest teak add warmth and familiarity. Fabrics are
coordinated in various sea shades. All this and more are yours to experience aboard the
new Queens 62’. These materials and hues will accompany you from the exterior to the
interior of your yacht, creating extremely satisfying continuity and stylistic coherence.
Those accustomed to the liveability offered by Queens Yachts will recognize the
astonishing spaciousness and absolute comfort aboard this new, nearly 20m open vessel.
They will distinguish the characteristics that have helped make Queens Yachts an
established player in the pleasure boating industry despite the company’s relative youth:
the winning combination of modern design, technology, and Italian craftsmanship join
together, without ever clashing, offering clientele a harmoniously elegant product of
absolute excellence.
The new version of QUEENS 62’ is available as a global preview in Cannes 2009.
It comes with 3 cabins, each equipped with individual bathrooms, as well as a roomy and
refined kitchen positioned as a partial bridge. This solution optimizes the use of space,
fully satisfying both those who prefer a completely open living area and those who don’t
want the inconvenience of a kitchen in the sleeping area.
Come to discover the new QUEENS 62’.
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